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Curios are Design Miami/ Basel’s platform for inviting designers, curators, 
innovators and gallerists to present cabinets of curiosity throughout the fair. 

Each Curio reveals a total environment of objects, textures, artifacts and ideas that 
challenge and contextualize familiar and established design narratives.



3 A Rich Snapshot  of Today’s Design Landscape

The program spans the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and emphasizes 
surprising installations of scientific and technological research alongside handcraft 
and creative production. The Curios are interspersed amongst Design Miami/ 
Basel’s core galleries, infusing the fair’s exhibition program with inventive snapshots 
of today’s design landscape.

Virgil Abloh presents/

A Series of Off-White™ Objects
Patrick Parrish Presents/

Rapid Liquid Printing by MIT

Self-Assembly Lab + Christophe Guberan 

J. Lohmann Gallery presents/

Breaking the Mold: Contemporary Korean

Ceramics

Dzek presents/

Marmoreal by Max Lamb



4 Provisional Visualization

A provisional visualization is a key part of your application proposal and will be 
weighted considerably. The most successful Curio proposals reveal total, 
immersive environments where applicants consider all physical parts of the booth, 
including the floor and walls. Most Curios are roughly 3.5 x 4m.

Cultured Magazine presents/

Bedroom by Katie Stout
Etage Projec Presents/

Soft/Hard by Soft Baroque

Norwegian Crafts presents/

Insubordinate Creatures By Ellen Grieg and 

Elisabeth Von Krogh



5 Media Success

The Financial Times 
Architectural Digest 
Elle

Dezeen

LS:N Global Surface

PIN–UP

Cultured

The Art Newspaper 
Blouin Artinfo Casa 

Vogue

Conde Taiwan 
Designboom 
Wallpaper*

Curios generate extensive media coverage in both 
top tier mainstream publications and specialist 
design-focused outlets across the globe.
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Curios consistently produce some of the most Instagrammed images 
of the week, in both quantity and popularity. 

Social Media
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Booth Package

1/ Surface area (14 - 20 sm)

2/ (3) Walls

3/ (6) Spotlights

4/ Basic flooring (Miami: Neoflex; 

    Basel: concrete)

5/ Basic vinyl floor sign

6/ Light booth cleaning

All additional installation and design 

costs remain the responsibility of the 

exhibitor

Marketing & 

Communications

Benefits

1/ VIP Invitations to Design Miami/ 

Basel

2/ VIP Invitations to Art Basel

3/ General admission tickets

4/ Inclusion in the Design Miami/ 

Basel press and marketing activities

5/ Listing on the Design Miami/ Basel 

website with link to exhibitor’s website

6/ Social media, newsletter and press 

release inclusion

Application 

Components

1/ Brief history of your design   

activities

2/ Exhibition concept

3/ Provisional visualization*

4/ Images of past installations

5/ Images of work to be presented

* A provisional visualization is a key

part of your application proposal and

will be weighted considerably

Booth Price

/ Miami pricing

$90 per square foot

165sf - 230sf

$14,850-$20,700

/ Basel pricing/

CHF 815 per sqm

15-20sqm

CHF 12,225 - 16,300

Applicant Information 

Basel/
Launch date/ October 14, 2019 
Due date/ November 22, 2019



8 Curio FAQ

1 /  Who can participate in Curio?
Anyone! Curio is an exhibition platform for art and design galleries, institutions, as well as individual designers, architects, interior 

designers, and independent curators—anyone looking to showcase a design idea to the fair’s audience.

2 /  What type of work do you accept for Curio? Is it only for contemporary design?
We accept all types of content for Curio—it is open to both historic and contemporary design. Please click here to see how diverse 

the Curio presentations have been in past editions of Design Miami/.

3 /  How many spaces are available?
This varies per fair, but typically there are less than ten available spaces. The program is highly competitive for this reason.

4 /  Who makes the selection?
The fair’s directorship, consisting of Jennifer Roberts, Chief Executive Officer; Aric Chen, Curatorial Director; Brandon Grom, 

Director of Exhibitions; and Alexandra Cunningham Cameron, Curatorial Advisor.

5 /  What’s the most important part of my application?
The most important part of the application is a digital rendering or sketch of the environment that you intend to create at the fair. 

It should tell a clear, visual story of how the total environment complements the content of work being shown. Secondly, a compelling 

exhibition description is very important.

6 /  When does Design Miami/ make their Curio selections?
Selections are typically made within two weeks from the closing date of the application period. All applicants will be notified via 

email with the status of their application. If a project is selected, it is common to receive feedback on how it can best be adapted for 

Design Miami/.
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7 /  What is included in the booth?
The surface area price includes a logistics package, marketing and communications package. This is outlined below.

 Logistics

/ Surface area

/ 3 walls

/ 6 spotlights

/ Basic truss 

/ Concrete Flooring

/ Light booth cleaning

/ 5 exhibitor passes

/ 5 worker passes

/ Unlimited designer passes

Marketing and Communications

/ Basic vinyl floor sign

/ VIP invitation to Art Basel

/ VIP Invitation to Design Miami/ Basel

/ General admission tickets to the show

/ Inclusion in the Design Miami/ Basel press and marketing activities

/ Listing on the Design Miami/ Basel website with hyperlink to gallery website

8 /  Where are Curio booths located? Are they in a separate section of the fair?
Curio booths are integrated directly into the main gallery program. They are not in their own section. Visitors discover Curios 

as they explore the gallery exhibitions. They are meant to be cabinets of curiosity with content that falls outside of the main gallery 

program.
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